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Abstract
What makes images similar? To measure the similarity
between images, they are typically embedded in a feature-
vector space, in which their distance preserve the relative
dissimilarity. However, when learning such similarity em-
beddings the simplifying assumption is commonly made that
images are only compared to one unique measure of simi-
larity. A main reason for this is that contradicting notions
of similarities cannot be captured in a single space. To ad-
dress this shortcoming, we propose Conditional Similarity
Networks (CSNs) that learn embeddings differentiated into
semantically distinct subspaces that capture the different
notions of similarities. CSNs jointly learn a disentangled
embedding where features for different similarities are en-
coded in separate dimensions as well as masks that select
and reweight relevant dimensions to induce a subspace that
encodes a specific similarity notion. We show that our ap-
proach learns interpretable image representations with vi-
sually relevant semantic subspaces. Further, when evaluat-
ing on triplet questions from multiple similarity notions our
model even outperforms the accuracy obtained by training
individual specialized networks for each notion separately.
1. Introduction
Understanding visual similarities between images is a
key problem in computer vision. To measure the similar-
ity between images, they are embedded in a feature-vector
space, in which their distances preserve the relative dis-
similarity. Commonly, convolutional neural networks are
trained to transform images into respective feature-vectors.
We refer to these as Similarity Networks. When learning
such networks from pairwise or triplet (dis-)similarity con-
straints, the simplifying assumption is commonly made that
objects are compared according to one unique measure of
similarity. However, objects have various attributes and can
be compared according to a multitude of semantic aspects.
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Figure 1. Example illustrating how objects can be compared ac-
cording to multiple notions of similarity. Here, we demonstrate
three intuitive concepts, which are challenging to combine for a
machine vision algorithm that has to embed objects in a feature
space where distances preserve the relative dissimilarity: shoes
are of the same category; red objects are more similar in terms of
color; sneakers and t-shirts are stylistically closer.
An illustrative example to consider is the comparison of
coloured geometric shapes, a task toddlers are regularly ex-
posed to with benefits to concept learning. Consider, that
a red triangle and a red circle are very similar in terms of
color, more so than a red triangle and a blue triangle. How-
ever, the triangles are more similar to one another in terms
of shape than the triangle and the circle.
An optimal embedding should minimize distances be-
tween perceptually similar objects. In the example above
and also in the practical example in Figure 1 this creates a
situation where the same two objects are semantically re-
pelled and drawn to each other at the same time. A standard
triplet embedding ignores the sources of similarity and can-
not jointly satisfy the competing semantic aspects. Thus, a
successful embedding necessarily needs to take the visual
concept into account that objects are compared to.
One way to address this issue is to learn separate triplet
networks for each aspect of similarity. However, the idea
is wasteful in terms of parameters needed, redundancy of
parameters, as well as the associated need for training data.
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Figure 2. The proposed Conditional Similarity Network consists of three key components: First, a learned convolutional neural network
as feature extractor that learns the disentangled embedding, i.e., different dimensions encode features for specific notions of similarity.
Second, a condition that encodes according to which visual concept images should be compared. Third, a learned masking operation that,
given the condition, selects the relevant embedding dimensions that induce a subspace which encodes the queried visual concept.
In this work, we introduce Conditional Similarity Net-
works (CSNs) a joint architecture to learn a nonlinear em-
beddings that gracefully deals with multiple notions of sim-
ilarity within a shared embedding using a shared feature ex-
tractor. Different aspects of similarity are incorporated by
assigning responsibility weights to each embedding dimen-
sion with respect to each aspect of similarity. This can be
achieved through a masking operation leading to separate
semantic subspaces. Figure 2 provides an overview of the
proposed framework. Images are passed through a convo-
lutional network and projected into a nonlinear embedding
such that different dimensions encode features for specific
notions of similarity. Subsequent masks indicate which di-
mensions of the embedding are responsible for separate as-
pects of similarity. We can then compare objects according
to various notions of similarity by selecting an appropriate
masked subspace. In the proposed approach the convolu-
tional network that learns the disentangled embedding as
well as the masks that learn to select relevant dimensions
are trained jointly.
In our experiments we evaluate the quality of the learned
embeddings by their ability to embed unseen triplets. We
demonstrate that CSNs clearly outperform single triplet net-
works, and even sets of specialist triplet networks where
a lot more parameters are available and each network is
trained towards one single similarity notion. Further we
show CSNs make the representation interpretable by encod-
ing different similarities in separate dimensions.
Our contributions are a) formulating Conditional Simi-
larity Networks, an approach that allows to to learn nonlin-
ear embeddings that incorporate multiple aspects of simi-
larity within a shared embedding using a shared feature ex-
tractor, b) demonstrating that the proposed approach outper-
forms standard triplet networks and even sets of specialist
triplet networks in a variety of hard predictive visual tasks
and c) demonstrating that our approach successfully disen-
tangles the embedding features into meaningful dimensions
so as to make the representation interpretable.
2. Related Work
Similarity based learning has emerged as a broad field
of interest in modern computer vision and has been used in
many contexts. Disconnected from the input image, triplet
based similarity embeddings, can be learned using crowd-
kernels [24]. Further, Tamuz et al. [21] introduce a prob-
abilistic treatment for triplets and learn an adaptive crowd
kernel. Similar work has been generalized to multiple-
views and clustering settings by Amid and Ukkonen [1] as
well as Van der Maaten and Hinton [23]. A combination
of triplet embeddings with input kernels was presented by
Wilber et al. [27], but this work did not include joint feature
and embedding learning. An early approach to connect in-
put features with embeddings has been to learn image simi-
larity functions through ranking [4].
A foundational line of work combining similarities with
neural network models to learn visual features from similar-
ities revolves around Siamese networks [6, 10], which use
pairwise distances to learn embeddings discriminatively. In
contrast to pairwise comparisons, triplets have a key ad-
vantage due to their flexibility in capturing a variety of
higher-order similarity constraints rather than the binary
similar/dissimilar statement for pairs. Neural networks to
learn visual features from triplet based similarities have
been used by Wang et al. [25] and Schroff et al. [17] for
face verification and fine-grained visual categorization. A
key insight from these works is that semantics as captured
by triplet embeddings are a natural way to represent com-
plex class-structures when dealing with problems of high-
dimensional categorization and greatly boost the ability of
models to share information between classes.
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Disentangling representations is a major topic in the re-
cent machine learning literature and has for example been
tackled using Boltzmann Machines by Reed et al. [16].
Chen et al. [5] propose information theoretical factoriza-
tions to improve unsupervised adversarial networks. Within
this stream of research, the work closest to ours is that of
Karaletsos et al. [12] on representation learning which in-
troduces a joint generative model over inputs and triplets to
learn a factorized latent space. However, the focus of that
work is the generative aspect of disentangling representa-
tions and proof of concept applications to low-dimensional
data. Our work introduces a convolutional embedding ar-
chitecture that forgoes the generative pathway in favor of
exploring applications to embed high-dimensional image
data. We thus demonstrate that the generative interpreta-
tion is not required to reap the benefits of Conditional Sim-
ilarity Networks and demonstrate in particular their use in
common computer vision tasks.
A theme in our work is the goal of modeling separate
similarity measures within the same system by factorizing
(or disentangling) latent spaces. We note the relation of
these goals to a variety of approaches used in representa-
tion learning. Multi-view learning [20, 26] has been used
for 3d shape inference and shown to generically be a good
way to learn factorized latent spaces. Multiple kernel learn-
ing [3, 19] employs information encoded in different ker-
nels to provide predictions using the synthesized complex
feature space and has also been used for similarity-based
learning by McFee and Lanckriet [15]. Multi-task learning
approaches [7] are used when information from disparate
sources or using differing assumptions can be combined
beneficially for a final prediction task. Indeed, our gating
mechanism can be interpreted as an architectural novelty in
neural networks for multi-task triplet learning. Similar to
our work, multiliniear networks [14] also strive to factor-
ize representations, but differ in that they ignore weak addi-
tional information. An interesting link also exists to multi-
ple similarity learning [2], where category specific similar-
ities are used to approximate a fine-grained global embed-
ding. Our global factorized embeddings can be thought of
as an approach to capture similar information in a shared
space directly through feature learning.
We also discuss the notion of attention in our work, by
employing gates to attend to the mentioned subspaces of
the inferred embeddings when focusing on particular visual
tasks. This term may be confused with spatial attention such
as used in the DRAW model [9], but bears similarity insofar
as it shows that the ability to gate the focus of the model on
relevant dimensions (in our case in latent space rather than
observed space) is beneficial both to the semantics and to
the quantitative performance of our model.
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Figure 3. The masking operation selects relevant embedding di-
mensions, given a condition index. Masking can be seen as a soft
gating function, to attend to a particular concept.
3. Conditional Similarity Networks
Our goal is to learn a nonlinear feature embedding f(x),
from an image x into a feature space Rd, such that for a pair
of images x1 and x2, the Euclidean distance between f(x1)
and f(x2) reflects their semantic dis-similarity. In particu-
lar, we strive for the distance between images of semanti-
cally similar objects to be small, and the distance between
images of semantically different objects to be large. This re-
lationship should hold independent of imaging conditions.
We consider y = f(x) to be an embedding of ob-
served images x into coordinates in a feature space y. Here,
f(x) = Wg(x) clarifies that the embedding function is a
composition of an arbitrarily nonlinear function g(·) and a
linear projectionW , forW ∈ Rd×b, where d denotes the di-
mensions of the embedding and b stands for the dimensions
of the output of the nonlinear function g(·). In general, we
denote the parameters of function f(x) by θ, denoting all
the filters and weights.
3.1. Conditional Similarity Triplets
Apart from observing images x, we are also given a set of
triplet constraints sampled from an oracle such as a crowd.
We define triplet constraints in the following.
Given an unknown conditional similarity function
sc(·, ·), an oracle such as a crowd can compare images
x1, x2 and x3 according to condition c. A condition
is defined as a certain notion of similarity according to
which images can be compared. Figure 1 gives a few
example notions according to which images of fashion
products can be compared. The condition c serves as
a switch between attented visual concepts and can effec-
tively gate between different similarity functions sc. Us-
ing image x1 as reference, the oracle can apply sc(x1, x2)
and sc(x1, x3) and decide whether x1 is more similar
to x2 or to x3 conditioned on c. The oracle then re-
turns an ordering over these two distances, which we
call a triplet t. A triplet is defined as the set of in-
dices {reference image, more distant image, closer image},
e.g. {1, 3, 2} if sc(x1, x3) is larger than sc(x1, x2).
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We define the set of all triplets related to condition C as:
Tc = {(i, j, l; c) | sc(xi, xj) > sc(xi, xl)}. (1)
We do not have access to the exhaustive set Tc, but can sam-
ple K-times from it using the oracle to yield a finite sample
TcK = {tk}Kk=1.
3.2. Learning From Triplets
The feature space spanned by our model is given by
function f(·). To learn this nonlinear embedding and to
be consistent with the observed triplets, we define a loss
function LT (·) over triplets to model the similarity struc-
ture over images. The triplet loss commonly used is
LT (xi, xj , xl) = max{0, D(xi, xj)−D(xi, xl) + h}
(2)
whereD(xi, xj) = ‖f(xi; θ)−f(xj ; θ)‖2. is the Euclidean
distance between the representations of images xi and xj .
The scalar margin h helps to prevent trivial solutions. The
generic triplet loss is not capable of capturing the structure
induced by multiple notions of similarities.
To be able to model conditional similarities, we intro-
duce masks m over the embedding with m ∈ Rd×nc where
nc is the number of possible notions of similarities. We
define a set of parameters βm of the same dimension as
m such that m = σ(β), with σ denoting a rectified lin-
ear unit so that σ(β) = max{0, β}. As such, we denote
mc to be the selection of the c-th mask column of dimen-
sion d (in pseudocode mc = m[:, c]). The mask plays the
role of an element-wise gating function selecting the rele-
vant dimensions of the embedding required to attend to a
particular concept. The role of the masking operation is vi-
sually sketched in Figure 3. The masked distance function
between two images xi and xj is given by
D(xi, xj ;mc, θ) = ‖f(xi; θ)mc − f(xj ; θ)mc‖2. (3)
While appearing to be a small technical change, the in-
clusion of a masking mechanism for the triplet-loss has
a highly non-trivial effect. The mask induces a subspace
over the relevant embedding dimensions, effectively attend-
ing only to the relevant dimensions for the visual concept
being queried. In the loss function above, that translates
into a modulated cost phasing out Euclidean distances be-
tween irrelevant feature-dimensions while preserving the
loss-structure of the relevant ones.
Given an triplet t = {i, j, l} defined over indices of the
observed images and a corresponding condition-index c, the
final triplet loss function LT (·) is given by:
LT (xi, xj , xl, c;m, θ) =
max{0, D(xi, xj ;mc, θ)−D(xi, xl;mc, θ) + h}
(4)
Figure 4. Visualization of 2D embeddings of two learned sub-
spaces of the character feature space. The subspaces are obtained
by attending to different subsets of the dimensions in the image
representations. The subspace on the left groups images by char-
acter type, the one on the right according to font style. For clear
visual representation we discretize the space into a grid and pick
one image from each cell at random.
3.3. Encouraging Regular Embeddings
We want to encourage embeddings to be drawn from a
unit ball to maintain regularity in the latent space. We en-
code this in an embedding loss function LW given by:
LW (x; θ) = ‖f(x; θ)‖22 = ‖y‖22 (5)
The separate subspaces are computed as f(x)mc. To pre-
vent the masks from expanding the embedding and to en-
courage sparse masks, we add a loss to regulate the masks:
LM (m) = ‖m‖1 (6)
Without these terms, an optimization scheme may choose
to inflate embeddings to create space for new data points
instead of learning appropriate parameters to encode the se-
mantic structure.
3.4. Joint Formulation For Convolutional CSNs
We define a loss-function LCSN for training CSNs by
putting together the defined loss functions. Given images x,
triplet constraints with associated condition {t, c} as well
as parameters for the masks m and the embedding function
θ, the CSN loss is defined as
LCSN (x, {t, c};m, θ) =
LT (xt0 , xt1 , xt2 , c;m, θ) + λ1LW (x, θ) + λ2LM (m)
(7)
The parameters λ1 and λ2 weight the contributions of the
triplet terms against the regular embedding terms.
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(a) Embedding according to the closure mechanism
(b) Embedding groups of boots, slippers, shoes and sandals
Figure 5. Visualization of 2D embeddings of subspaces learned by
the CSN. The spaces are clearly organized according to (a) closure
mechanism of the shoes and (b) the category of the shoes. This
shows that CSNs can successfully separate the subspaces.
In our paper, the nonlinear embedding function is de-
fined as f(x) =Wg(x), where g(x) is a convolutional neu-
ral network. In the masked learning procedure the masks
learn to select specific dimensions in the embedding that
are associated with a given notion of similarity. At the same
time, f(·) learns to encode the visual features such that dif-
ferent dimensions in the embedding encode features associ-
ated to specific semantic notions of similarity. Then, during
test time each image can be mapped into this embedding by
f(·). By looking at the different dimensions of the image’s
representation, one can reason about the different semantic
notions of similarity. We call a feature space spanned by a
function with this property disentangled , as it preserves the
separation of the similarity notions through test time.
4. Experiments
We focus our experiments on evaluating the semantic
structure of the learned embeddings and their subspaces as
well as the underlying convolutional filters.
4.1. Datasets
We perform experiments on two different datasets. First,
for illustrative purposes we use a dataset of fonts1 collected
by Bernhardsson. The dataset contains 3.1 million images
of single characters in gray scale with a size of 64 by 64
pixels each. The dataset exhibits variations according to
1http://erikbern.com/2016/01/21/analyzing-50k-fonts-using-deep-
neural-networks/
font style and character type. In particular, it contains 62
different characters in 50,000 fonts, from which we use the
first 1,000. Second, we use the Zappos50k shoe dataset [28]
collected by Yu and Grauman. The dataset contains 50,000
images of individual richly annotated shoes, with a size of
136 by 102 pixels each, which we resize to 112 by 112. The
images exhibit multiple complex variations. In particular,
we are looking into four different characteristics: the type
of the shoes (i.e., shoes, boots, sandals or slippers), the sug-
gested gender of the shoes (i.e., for women, men, girls or
boys), the height of the shoes’ heels (numerical measure-
ments from 0 to 5 inches) and the closing mechanism of the
shoes (buckle, pull on, slip on, hook and loop or laced up).
We also use the shoes’ brand information to perform a fine-
grained classification test.
To supervise and evaluate the triplet networks, we sam-
ple triplet constraints from the annotations of the datasets.
For the font dataset, we sample triplets such that two char-
acters are of the same type or font and one is different. For
the Zappos dataset, we sample triplets in an analogous way
for the three categorical attributes. For the heel heights we
have numerical measurements so that for each triplet we
pick two shoes with similar height and one with different
height. First, we split the images into three parts: 70% for
training, 10% for validation and 20% in the test set. Then,
we sample triplets within each set. For each attribute we
collect 200k train, 20k validation and 40k test triplets.
4.2. Baselines and Model Variants
As initial model for our experiments we use a ConvNet
pre-trained on ImageNet. All model variants are fine-tuned
on the same set of triplets and only differ in the way they
are trained. We compare four different approaches, which
are schematically illustrated in Figure 6.
Standard Triplet Network: The common approach to
learn from triplet constrains is a single Convolutional Net-
work where the embedding layer receives supervision from
the triplet loss defined in Equation 2. As such, it aims to
learn from all available triplets jointly as if they come from
a single measure of similarity.
Set of Task Specific Triplet Networks: Second, we com-
pare to a set of nc separate triplet network experts, each
of which is trained on a single notion of similarity. This
overcomes the simplifying assumption that all comparisons
come from a single measure of similarity. However, this
comes at the cost of significantly more parameters. This is
the best model achievable with currently available methods.
Conditional Similarity Networks - fixed disjoint masks:
We compare two variants of Conditional Similarity Net-
works. Both extend a standard triplet network with a mask-
ing operation on the embedding vector and supervise the
network with the loss defined in Equation 4. The first vari-
ant learns the convolutional filters and the embedding. The
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Figure 6. We show the four different model variants used in our
experiments with the example of three objects being compared ac-
cording to two contradictory notions of similarity, green and red.
(a) A standard triplet network that treats all triplets equally (b) A
set of nc-many triplet network experts specialized on green or red,
respectively (c) A CSN with masks pre-set to be disjoint, so that in
the embedding each dimension encodes a feature for a specific no-
tion of similarity (d) A learned CSN, where the masks are learned
to select features relevant to the respective notion of similarity.
masks are pre-defined to be disjoint between the different
notions of similarity. This ensures the learned embedding
is fully disentangled, because each dimension must encode
features that describe a specific notion of similarity.
Conditional Similarity Networks - learned masks: The
second variant learns the convolutional filters, the embed-
ding and the mask parameters together. This allows the
model to learn unique features for the subspaces as well
as features shared across tasks. This variant has the addi-
tional benefit that the learned masks can provide interesting
insight in how different similarity notions are related.
4.3. Training Details
We train different convolutional networks for the two
datasets. For the font dataset, we use a variant of the VGG
architecture [18] with 9 layers of 3 by 3 convolutions and
two fully connected layers, which we train from scratch.
For the Zappos dataset we fine-tune an 18 layer deep resid-
ual network [11] that is pre-trained on Imagenet [8]. We
remove one downsampling module to adjust for the smaller
image size. We train the networks with a mini-batch size
of 256 and optimize using ADAM [13] with α = 5E-5,
β1 = 0.1 and β2 = 0.001. For all our experiments we use
an embedding dimension of 64 and the weights for the em-
bedding losses are λ1 = 5E-3 and λ2 = 5E-4. In each mini-
batch we sample triplets uniformly and for each condition
in equal proportions. We train each model for 200 epochs
and perform early stopping in that we evaluate the snapshot
with highest validation performance on the test set.
For our CSN variants, we use two masks over the em-
bedding for the fonts dataset and four masks for the Zappos
dataset, one mask per similarity notion. For models with
pre-defined masks, we allocate 1/nc th of the embedding
dimensions to one task. When learning masks, we initialize
βm using a normal distribution with 0.9 mean and 0.7 vari-
ance. Following the ReLU, this results in initial mask values
that induce random subspaces for each similarity measure.
We observe that different random subspaces perform better
than a setup where all subspaces start from the same values.
Masks that are initialized as disjoint analogous to the pre-
defined masks perform similar to random masks, but are not
able to learn shared features.
4.4. Visual Exploration of the Learned Subspaces
We visually explore the learned embeddings regarding
their consistency according to respective similarity notions.
We stress that all of these semantic representations are tak-
ing place within a shared space produced by the same net-
work. The representations are disentangled so that each di-
mension encodes a feature for a specific notion of similarity.
This allows us to use a simple masking operation to look
into a specific semantic subspace.
Figure 4 shows embeddings of the two subspaces in the
Fonts dataset, which we project down to two dimensions
using t-SNE [22]. The learned features are successfully
disentangled such that the dimensions selected by the first
mask describe the character type (left) and those selected
by the second mask the font style (right). Figures 5 and 7
show embeddings of the four subspaces learned with a CSN
on the Zappos50k dataset. Figure 5(a) shows the subspace
encoding features for the closure mechanism of the shoes.
Figure 5(b) shows the subspace attending to the type of the
shoes. The embedding clearly separates the different types
of shoes into boots, slippers and so on. Highlighted areas re-
veal some interesting details. For example, the highlighted
region on the upper right side shows nearby images of the
same type (’shoes’) that are completely different according
to all other aspects. This means the selected feature dimen-
sions successfully focus only on the type aspect and do not
encode any of the other notions. Figure 7(a) shows the sub-
space for suggested gender for the shoes. The subspace sep-
arates shoes that are for female and male buyers as well as
shoes for adult or youth buyers. The learned submanifold
occupies a rotated square with axes defined by gender and
age. Finally, Figure 7(b) shows a continuous embedding of
heel heights, which is a subtle visual feature.
4.5. Qualitative Analysis Of Subspaces
The key feature of CSNs is the fact that they can learn
separated semantic subspaces in the embeddings using the
masking mechanism. We visualize the masks for our com-
mon model choices in Figure 8. We show the traditional
triplet loss, where each dimension is equally taken into ac-
count for each triplet. Further, we show pre-defined masks
that are used to factorize the embedding into fully disjoint
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(a) Embedding according to the suggested gender
(b) Embedding according to the height of the heels
Figure 7. Visualization of the subspaces according to (a) suggested
gender for the shoes and (b) height of the shoes’ heel. The result
shows that CSNs can learn categorical as well as continuous char-
acteristics at the same time.
features. Lastly, we show a learned mask. Interestingly,
the masks are very sparse in accordance with the 2D em-
beddings presented in the previous section, confirming that
the concepts are low-dimensional. Further, although many
additional dimensions are available, the model learned to
share some of the features across concepts. This demon-
strates that CSNs can learn to only use the required num-
ber of dimensions via relevance determination, reducing the
need for picking the right embedding dimensionality.
4.6. Results on Triplet Prediction
To evaluate the quality of the learned embeddings by the
different model variants, we test how well they generalize
to unseen triplets. In particular, we perform triplet predic-
tion on a testset of hold-out triplets from the Zappos50k
dataset. We first train each model on a fixed set of triplets,
where triplets are sourced from the four different notions of
similarity. After convergence, we evaluate for each triplet
with associated query {i, j, l, c} in the testset whether the
distance between i and l is smaller than between i and j
according to concept/query c. Since this is a binary task,
random guessing would perform at an error rate of 50%.
The error rates for the different models are shown in Ta-
ble 1. Standard Triplet Networks fail to capture fine-grained
similarity and only reach an error rate of 23.72%. The set
of task specific triplet networks greatly improves on that,
achieving an error rate of 11.35%. This shows that sim-
ply learning a single space cannot capture multiple sim-
ilarity notions. However, this comes at a the cost of nc
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Figure 8. Visualization of the masks: Left: In standard triplet
networks, each dimension is equally taken into account for each
triplet. Center: The Conditional Similarity Network allows to
focus on a subset of the embedding to answer a triplet question.
Here, each mask focuses on one fourth. Right: For learned masks,
it is evident that the model learns to switch off different dimensions
per question. Further, a small subset is shared across tasks.
times more model parameters. Conditional Similarity Net-
works with fixed disjoint masks achieve an error rate of
10.79%, clearly outperforming both the single triplet net-
work as well as the set of specialist networks, which have
a lot more parameters available for learning. This means
by factorizing the embedding space into separate seman-
tic subspaces, CSNs can successfully capture multiple sim-
ilarity notions without requiring substantially more param-
eters. Moreover, CSNs benefit from learning all concepts
jointly within one model, utilizing shared structure between
the concepts while keeping the subspaces separated. CSNs
with learned masks achieve an error rate of 10.73% improv-
ing performance even further. This indicates the benefits
from allowing the model to determine the relevant dimen-
sions and to share features across concepts.
Table 1. Triplet Prediction Results: We evaluate how many triplets
of the test set are satisfied in the learned embeddings. Triplets
come from four different similarity notions. The proposed Condi-
tional Similarity Network clearly outperforms standard triplet net-
works that treat each triplet as if it came from the same similarity
notion. Moreover, CSNs even outperform sets of specialist triplet
networks where a lot more parameters are available during train-
ing and each network is specifically trained towards one similarity
notion. CSNs with learned masks provide the best performance.
Method Error Rate
Standard Triplet Network 23.72%
Set of Specialized Triplet Networks 11.35%
CSN fixed disjoint masks 10.79%
CSN learned masks 10.73%
Further, we evaluate the impact of the number of unique
triplets available during training on performance. We com-
pare models trained on 5, 12.5 25, 50 and 200 thousand
triplets per concept. Figure 9 shows that triplet networks
generally improve with more available triplets. Further,
CSNs with fixed masks consistently outperform set of spe-
cialized triplet networks. Lastly, CSNs with learned masks
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Figure 9. Triplet prediction performance with respect to number
of unique training triplets available. CSNs with fixed masks con-
sistently outperform the set of specialized triplet networks. CSNs
with learned masks generally require more triplets, since they need
to learn the embedding as well as the masks. However, when
enough triplets are available, they provide the best performance.
generally require more triplets, since they need to learn the
embedding as well as the masks. However, when enough
triplets are available, they provide the best performance.
4.7. Analysis of Convolutional Features Using Off-
Task Classification
We now evaluate how the different learning approaches
affect the visual features of the networks. We compare stan-
dard triplet networks to CSNs. Both are initialized from the
same ImageNet pre-trained residual network and fine-tuned
using the same triplets and with their respective losses as
described in Section 4.6. We evaluate the features learned
by the two approaches, by subsequently performing brand
classification on the Zappos dataset. In particular, we keep
all convolutional filters fixed and replace the last embedding
layer for both networks with one hidden and one softmax
classification layer. We select the 30 brands in the Zappos
dataset with the most examples and train with a standard
multi-class classification approach using the 30 brands as
classes. It is noteworthy that the triplets used for the fine-
tuning do not contain brand information.
Table 2. Using off-task classification, we evaluate how standard
triplet networks and CSNs affect the convolutional features of the
ImageNet-pretrained network they are based on. Naively training
a standard triplet network with triplets from different similarity
notions hurts the underlying convolutional features.
Method Top 1 Accuracy
ResNet trained on ImageNet 54.00%
Standard Triplet Network 49.08%
Conditional Similarity Network 53.67%
The results are shown in Table 2. The residual network
trained on ImageNet leads to very good initial visual fea-
tures for general classification tasks. Starting from the pre-
trained model, we observe that the standard triplet learning
approach decreases the quality of the visual features, while
CSNs retain most of the information. In the triplet predic-
tion experiment in Section 4.6 standard triplet networks do
not perform well, as they are naturally limited by the fact
that contradicting notions cannot be satisfied in one single
space. This classification result documents that the prob-
lem reaches even deeper. The contradicting gradients do
not stop at the embedding layer, instead, they expose the
entire network to inconsistent learning signals and hurt the
underlying convolutional features.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose Conditional Similarity Net-
works to learn nonlinear embeddings which incorporate
multiple aspect of similarity within a shared embedding.
The learned embeddings are disentangled such that each
embedding dimension encodes semantic features for a spe-
cific aspect of similarity. This allows to compare objects ac-
cording to various notions by selecting an appropriate sub-
space using an element-wise mask. We demonstrate that
CSNs clearly outperform single triplet networks, and even
sets of specialist triplet networks where a lot more param-
eters are available and each network is trained towards one
similarity notion.
Further, instead of being a black-box predictor, CSNs are
qualitatively highly interpretable as evidenced by our exhi-
bition of the semantic submanifolds they learn. Moreover,
they provide a feature-exploration mechanism through the
learned masks which surfaces the structure of the private
and shared features between the different similarity aspects.
Lastly, we empirically find that naively training a triplet
network with triplets generated through different similarity
notions does not only limit the ability to correctly embed
triplets, it also hurts the underlying convolutional features
and thus generalization performance. The proposed CSNs
are a simple to implement and easy to train end-to-end al-
ternative to resolve these problems.
For future work, it would be interesting to consider learn-
ing from unlabeled triplets with a clustering mechanism to
discover similarity substructures in an unsupervised way.
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